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Abstract: The rapid global spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has severely impacted
daily life worldwide. As potential solutions, various digital contact tracing (DCT) strategies have
emerged to mitigate the virus’s spread while maintaining economic and social activities. The com-
putational epidemiology problems of DCT often involve parameter optimization through learning
processes, making it crucial to understand how to apply machine learning techniques for effective
DCT optimization. While numerous research studies on DCT have emerged recently, most existing
reviews primarily focus on DCT application design and implementation. This paper offers a com-
prehensive overview of privacy-preserving machine learning-based DCT in preparation for future
pandemics. We propose a new taxonomy to classify existing DCT strategies into forward, backward,
and proactive contact tracing. We then categorize several DCT apps developed during the COVID-19
pandemic based on their tracing strategies. Furthermore, we derive three research questions related
to computational epidemiology for DCT and provide a detailed description of machine learning
techniques to address these problems. We discuss the challenges of learning-based DCT and suggest
potential solutions. Additionally, we include a case study demonstrating the review’s insights into
the pandemic response. Finally, we summarize the study’s limitations and highlight promising future
research directions in DCT.

Keywords: digital contact tracing; COVID-19; computational epidemiology; machine learning

1. Introduction

The highly-transmissible coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is regarded as the
biggest global crisis since World War II [1] and has caused more than 6.9 million deaths
among 765 million confirmed infection cases (up to 20 April 2023) [2]. During the initial
phase of the pandemic, when pharmaceutical interventions like vaccines were unavailable,
non-pharmaceutical interventions such as social distancing and compulsory quarantine
have been used to curb the spread of the pandemic in the short-term [3,4]. However,
these restrictive measures can severely affect mental health, social life, and the econ-
omy [5–9]. As the COVID-19 pandemic transits to an endemic phase, the catastrophic
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is a sobering reminder that implementing effective
non-pharmaceutical intervention strategies is a critical first step to the next pandemic.

Contact tracing, a public health strategy to trace the spread of the disease among
individuals in a community, is a form of non-pharmaceutical intervention strategy to keep
the number of confirmed cases low while allowing more social and economic activities
to resume [10–12]. Manual contact tracing requires health workers to manually warn the
direct contacts of an infected person about the risk of acquiring the virus via telephone
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or interview [13–16]. Digital contact tracing (DCT) has emerged as a way to digitize
and accelerate this process using mobile applications (apps), tackling the inefficiency and
limited human resource issues in traditional manual contact tracing [17–22]. Although
there have been rapid research contributions in the field of DCT towards the fight against
pandemics, existing research or related reviews have mainly focused on DCT app design
and implementation such as sensing methods (e.g., Bluetooth and GPS) [23–27], privacy
issues [28–30], and infrastructure (e.g., centralized or decentralized) [31–33]. Indeed, in the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, most countries embraced DCT apps as a form of
social intervention, but the uptake of DCT apps faced limitations due in part to privacy
concerns and a lack of trust among the populace. DCT, however, remains essential to
the early detection of a disease outbreak and to offer rapid response to raise awareness,
reducing the induced costs while curbing the pandemic spread. This will necessitate DCT
strategies to reach a critical mass of users to be effective as well as mitigating uncertainties
due to false positives and negatives generated by DCT apps, which could lead to people
being unnecessarily quarantined. There is a need for research on how emerging artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques can be applied to various DCT strategies.

Different DCT approaches lead to various computational epidemiology problems,
which often involve networks arising from social relationships. For instance, a contact
tracing network can be constructed by knowing who is in close contact with whom in
DCT by modeling individuals and social contacts between individuals as vertices and
edges, respectively. Given the contact graph, the problem of finding the source case can be
modeled as a maximum-likelihood estimation problem whose optimal solution depends
on the graph type [34,35]. However, noisy or missing information in DCT can significantly
affect the underlying network topology, degrading the overall estimation performance [36].
Another computational epidemiology problem of DCT is quantifying and predicting the
risk of infection in a pandemic. For example, infectiousness can be estimated using deep
learning with individual-level features (e.g., age and symptoms) [37,38].

In general, the computational epidemiology problems of DCT are usually formulated
as optimization problems, where the parameter optimization process is called learning.
Thus, it is important to understand how to leverage machine learning techniques to op-
timize DCT. More importantly, a comprehensive overview of machine learning-enabled
DCT can serve to prepare for the next pandemic. To summarize, this paper posits the
following contributions:

• We provide a general overview and propose a new taxonomy of DCT strategies.
DCT strategies are categorized into three groups: Forward contact tracing, backward
contact tracing, and proactive contact tracing.

• We overview several DCT apps specifically targeted toward mitigating the impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic and categorize them based on their tracing methods.

• We formulate three computational epidemiology subproblems related to DCT and
present a comprehensive review of machine learning techniques to address the sub-
problems. We provide a detailed theoretical and empirical analysis for each learning
method and summarise the corresponding contact tracing datasets.

• We highlight specific challenges of current machine learning techniques for DCT and
provide potential solutions for how to overcome these challenges.

This research paper aims to provide a comprehensive review of machine learning-
enabled DCT by examining how various DCT strategies can benefit from automation and
computation. We decompose the specific DCT data-driven process into subproblems that
can be addressed with a variety of machine learning techniques. It is important to note
that the focus of this review is confined to machine learning-based DCT strategies. Table 1
summarizes the machine learning techniques used for DCT in this paper. In Section 2, we
provide a comprehensive overview of related literature, introduce DCT strategies, review
DCT apps used in response to COVID-19, and discuss related work focused on addressing
DCT strategies. Section 3 outlines the methods used in conducting the review for this
study. Privacy-preserving machine learning techniques for DCT strategies are discussed
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in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results and analysis of our proposed methodology.
Section 6 explores the data challenges of machine learning-based DCT. A case study for this
review is provided in Section 7. Section 8 highlights the study’s limitations and suggests
future research directions. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 9.

Table 1. A summary of machine learning techniques used for digital contact tracing in the paper.

Tracing Strategy Computational
Epidemiology

Subproblem/Challenge

Machine Learning
Technique

Model Type Task Type Reference

Forward Contact Graph
Construction

Boosted Decision Trees
and Convolutional
Neural Networks

Discriminative Upstream Section 4.2

Backward Infection Source
Estimation (Source

Attribution)

Graph Neural Network Discriminative Downstream Section 4.3.2

Proactive Risk of Infectious
Exposure Prediction

Set Transformer Discriminative Downstream Section 4.4.1

Deep Graph Infomax Generative Upstream Section 4.4.2

Graph Transformer Generative Upstream Section 4.4.3

Forward, Backward, and
Proactive

Privacy and Security Federated Graph
Learning with

Differential Privacy

Discriminative Downstream Section 6.1

Forward, Backward, and
Proactive

Data Availability Generative Adversarial
Network

Generative Upstream Section 6.2

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we begin by examining existing survey literature on DCT. Following
that, we introduce the three primary DCT strategies and analyze several popular contact
tracing apps developed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, we offer a comprehensive
review of the relevant studies associated with these DCT approaches.

2.1. Related Reviews

The novelty of our review paper lies in its specific focus on the role of machine learning
in optimizing DCT strategies for pandemic response, setting it apart from previous reviews.
For instance, the study in [39] offers a scoping review of contact tracing strategies for
COVID-19 prevention and containment, but it does not concentrate on machine learning
applications. Likewise, the research in [40] systematically reviews the use of AI, including
machine learning and deep learning techniques, in combating COVID-19’s effects, but
it does not explicitly address DCT. In [41], the authors examine how big data, AI, and
nature-inspired computing models can be employed in detecting COVID-19 cases and
provide an overview of their use in contact tracing. However, this work lacks the depth and
specificity of our paper regarding machine learning-enabled DCT. The review in [42] delves
into the broader topic of integrating emerging technologies into COVID-19 contact tracing,
covering opportunities, challenges, and pitfalls. While it contributes valuable insights
into contact tracing and technology, it primarily provides a general overview without
focusing on the particular machine learning techniques for optimizing DCT. Similarly, the
work in [43] reviews AI and machine learning applications in combating COVID-19 but
lacks an in-depth analysis of machine learning models for contact tracing. Other reviews
focus solely on the designs and technologies of contact tracing mobile apps, specifically
for COVID-19 [44–46]. Our review paper not only stands out due to its comprehensive
analysis of machine learning approaches investigated in the study but also presents a
problem formulation and mathematical analysis. In contrast, previous reviews tend to
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provide only a general understanding of how relevant approaches function. Unlike most
prior reviews that leave identified DCT challenges as open questions for future research,
our study presents potential machine learning-based solutions, aiming to inspire readers
to explore further options by building upon our approach. Additionally, the majority of
earlier reviews do not offer or summarize relevant contact tracing datasets. While the work
in [40] does provide COVID-19-related datasets, they are not explicitly associated with
DCT. As a result, our review paper delivers a more focused and detailed examination of
machine learning’s role in DCT for pandemic response, which is not provided in previous
reviews. This makes our paper a better resource for researchers and practitioners interested
in optimizing DCT strategies using machine learning techniques. Table 2 summarizes
highly cited and relevant review papers examined in our study.

Table 2. A summary of related reviews discussed in this paper. The research domain specifies whether
a study focuses on DCT and COVID-19. The technological aspect denotes the study’s emphasis
on big data (data-driven learning), AI (including machine learning, deep learning, and automated
processes), and mobile apps (reviews of DCT apps). The dataset indicates whether a study provides
relevant contact tracing data for further analysis.

Reference Year
Research Domain Technological Aspect

Dataset
DCT COVID-19 Big Data AI Mobile App

Lalmuanawma et al. [43] 2020 3 3 7 3 3 7

Agbehadji et al. [41] 2020 3 3 3 3 7 7

Mbunge [42] 2020 3 3 3 3 3 7

Altmann et al. [44] 2020 3 3 7 7 3 7

Ahmed et al. [45] 2020 3 3 7 7 3 7

Mondal et al. [40] 2021 7 3 3 3 7 7

Alanzi [46] 2021 3 3 7 7 3 7

Ojokoh et al. [39] 2022 3 3 7 3 3 7

This Study 2023 3 3 3 3 3 3

2.2. Strategies of Digital Contact Tracing

In this subsection, we outline the three primary DCT strategies employed in pan-
demic response and use an illustrative example to demonstrate their distinct approaches,
facilitating a better understanding of their differences.

Forward Contact Tracing (FCT) finds all the contacts who could have been infected
after the index case is identified. It sends quarantine recommendations to all recent direct
contacts of an infected individual only after a positive virus test result is obtained. This
method is also called binary contact tracing as it uses binary information (positive or
negative virus test result) to send binary recommendations (at-risk or no-risk). A contact
tracing network is usually constructed from a given index case.

Backward Contact Tracing (BCT) traces the source of infection and identifies sib-
ling cases (i.e., individuals infected by the same source) in superspreading events. This
method requires infection network data obtained by FCT. It is generally regarded that the
effectiveness of BCT is higher than FCT for outbreak control.

Proactive Contact Tracing (PCT) evaluates and predicts the risk level of individuals to
send early warning signals. This approach uses a numerical index to assess the potential
risk of infection for both symptomatic (or susceptible) and healthy individuals based on
non-binary clues (e.g., symptoms, geodesic distance from confirmed cases, and pre-existing
medical conditions), which can be obtained earlier than the virus test results. The proactive
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estimates of expected infectiousness provide personalized health recommendations and
share an evaluated health status with the close contacts of an individual.

In Figure 1, we use a contact tracing network to illustrate how the three DCT strategies
are used to notify individuals. Person A reports a positive case, which is considered the
index case. Then, FCT finds all the direct contacts of Person A (i.e., Person B–F) and
informs them with health advice. If these contacts have later tested positive for the disease,
then FCT continues to trace the close contacts of those infected individuals until no more
positive cases are reported. In this scenario, FCT is not able to trace the disease transmission
between Person N and Person A. Using BCT, a connection between Person N and Person
A can be established based on factors like the date of infection or virus variant. To find the
source case, an infection network that consists of only infected individuals is evaluated.
For example, as Person N has the most infected neighbors, Person N is most contagious.
It is deduced that Person N is more likely to be the source case and a superspreader in
this infection network. Conversely, since Person L is not in close contact with any infected
individuals, neither FCT nor BCT can provide any exposure notifications to Person L. Using
proximity-based PCT, Person L receives an early warning signal that at least one positive
case is 2 degrees of separation away from him.

Figure 1. The contact tracing network showing how various DCT strategies can be applied. After
identifying the index case (represented by the red colored circle), health agencies can then use
different tracing strategies to find all the possible contacts and continually expand the network to
prevent superspreading events.

2.3. Existing COVID-19 Digital Contact Tracing Applications

In the following, we review eight different DCT apps developed to mitigate the im-
pact of the COVID-19 pandemic and categorize them using the concept of the above DCT
strategies. We choose these eight apps for review as they represent a diverse range of strate-
gies and techniques for contact tracing and have been widely adopted by users, making
them an appropriate sample for analyzing real-world DCT apps. Table 3 summarizes the
information of the eight considered DCT apps.

How We Feel App [47] is a voluntary crowdsourcing DCT app that gathers real-time
individual-level data on the spread of the COVID-19 disease such as health conditions,
COVID-19 test results, and pertinent lifestyle data. Most importantly, users need to self-
report how they feel (well or not well) on a daily basis. If they are not feeling well, more
details about symptoms are required. The app then applies statistical and machine learning
methods with the aggregated data to estimate the prevalence of the disease in different
regions of the United States and predict the percentage of having the disease for those who
have provided their symptoms. The generated results and information provide insights and
early warning signals for policymakers, medical professionals, and public health officials
to take precautions for COVID-19 pandemic response.
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Table 3. An overview of different DCT apps for COVID-19 pandemic response. Since the epidemic
situation has gradually stabilized worldwide, most apps are no longer mandatory for citizens.
Therefore, we only consider if an app had been made mandatory during the early outbreak period.

Tracing App Location Government App Mandatory Use Tracing Strategy

How We Feel App United States 7 7 Proactive
LeaveHomeSafe App Hong Kong 3 3 Forward
NHS COVID-19 App England and Wales 3 7 Proactive

NOVID App United States 7 7 Proactive

Outbreaks Near Me App United States,
Canada, and Mexico 7 7 Proactive

Taiwan Social Distancing App Taiwan 3 7 Forward
TousAntiCovid App France 3 7 Forward
TraceTogether App Singapore 3 3 Forward

LeaveHomeSafe App, launched by the Hong Kong Government, is mandatory for all
Hong Kong citizens as part of the disease prevention measures. Users must scan a venue’s
QR code with the app before entering designated premises such as theaters, restaurants,
and government agencies to record travel histories. If a COVID-19-positive case is reported,
users who visited the same place at about the same time as the recently infected patient
will receive notification about when and where the exposure may have occurred.

NHS COVID-19 App [48], launched by the United Kingdom Government, is a volun-
tary DCT app for reducing the spread of the COVID-19 virus. It uses Bluetooth to exchange
randomly-generated codes with nearby devices to record close contacts who have been
around for more than 15 min within a distance of 2 m. The app not only sends alerts to
users who have been in close contact with COVID-19-infected patients but also provides a
symptoms checker. If a user reports COVID-19 symptoms, a risk score is computed for all
the direct contacts to estimate the risk of infection as an early warning sign. The risk score
for an interaction is calculated based on the distance between users, duration of the contact,
and infectiousness of the COVID-19 carrier at the time of the interaction. If the risk score is
higher than a given threshold, the app sends additional health advice for virus prevention.

NOVID App [49] is a voluntary contact tracing app that uses a network-based ap-
proach to model users and social contacts between users as vertices and edges, respectively,
in contact tracing networks. For each positive case, instead of just finding direct contacts
via Bluetooth and ultrasound, it uses network distance to send pre-exposure notifications,
telling everyone how far they were away from the disease that just happened. The network
distance between two vertices in a network is the length of the shortest path required to
traverse from one vertex to the other along the network. The hop is the unit of network
distance. For example, for a newly infected vertex v, instead of only notifying the vertices
at network distance 1, it will notify all other vertices that are within 12 hops from v. This
approach uses the shortest-path network distance to measure the risk level of each user
rather than geographic distance. By continually providing this network distance informa-
tion and growing the contact tracing networks over time, every individual user can foresee
the potential risk (infection approaching or receding) in their own network.

Outbreaks Near Me App [50] is a crowdsourcing DCT app that allows users from the
general public to voluntarily report their symptoms and virus test results for COVID-19. It
verifies and analyzes the crowdsourced data through cross-validation with other sources
(e.g., HealthMap) to ensure the quality of information. Reports are gathered and mapped
to provide early warning signals so that users can search and browse real-time COVID-19
outbreak information on an interactive map, thereby knowing when COVID-19 is approaching
their community. National public health agencies of the United States can view and analyze
the data to search for potential outbreaks and predict where COVID-19 will impact next.

Taiwan Social Distancing App, launched by the Taiwan Artificial Intelligence Labora-
tory, is a voluntary DCT app for reducing the risk of COVID-19 transmission. It exchanges
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a random hashed ID with other devices using Bluetooth to detect and record nearby users.
When a user tests positive for COVID-19, the app shares the health status and sends COVID-
19 exposure notifications to all the close contacts, who have passed the infected user for at
least 2 min within a radius of 2 m, based on the contact history.

TousAntiCovid App is a voluntary DCT app launched by the French national research
institution to monitor the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. It uses Bluetooth to exchange
user IDs and record the history of nearby contacts. If a user has tested positive for COVID-
19, the direct contacts who have stayed with the recently confirmed COVID-19 patient for
at least 5 min within a radius of 2 m will receive an exposure notification.

TraceTogether App, launched by the Government of Singapore, is mandated for all
Singaporeans attempting to enter all places, such as shopping malls, workplaces, and
schools, for community-driven contact tracing purposes. It uses Bluetooth to communicate
with nearby devices and finds direct contacts when they are in close proximity. If a user
tests positive for COVID-19, the app identifies and contacts people who are potentially
exposed to the virus based on the direct contacts of the infected user.

All of these apps facilitate community-based disease surveillance. FCT apps are
usually deployed by the government as an anti-epidemic measure to quickly find the close
contacts of infected patients. These apps seek to provide users with the same primary
value: After receiving a positive virus test result, the app traces the users who were directly
exposed to an infected individual and notifies them to take precautions in order to protect
society. In contrast, BCT apps rely on the contact tracing information collected by FCT
to make further inferences on the most likely spreading source, whose recent movement
history, once publicized as a form of alert, can warn the public. Instead of passively waiting
for the post-exposure signals, PCT apps tend to predict and evaluate the potential risk of
infection for non-close contacts based on different quantitative factors. The early warning
signals provided by the PCT apps can help prevent and reduce the number and impact of
superspreading events in the community.

2.4. Related Work

In this subsection, we examine the existing literature pertaining to the three previously
mentioned DCT strategies. Table 4 summarizes the related work considered in the paper.

Table 4. A summary of the related studies discussed in this paper for the three DCT strategies.

Tracing Strategy Year Related Work

Forward

2020 Hellewell et al. [51], Aleta et al. [52]

2021 Hinch et al. [53], Grantz et al. [54]

2022 Yu et al. [34], Tan et al. [55]

Backward

2020 Endo et al. [56]

2021 Müller et al. [57], Kojaku et al. [58]

2022 Tan et al. [55], Raymenants et al. [59]

Proactive

2009 Ginsberg et al. [60]

2020 Gupta et al. [38], Gallotti et al. [61], Briers et al. [62],
Herbrich et al. [63]

2021 Leung et al. [64], Bengio et al. [37], Baker et al. [65],
Murphy et al. [66], Fenton et al. [67]

2022 Lorch et al. [68]

2023 Rivest et al. [69], Gupta et al. [70], Feng et al. [71]
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Focusing on FCT, several research papers have been dedicated to evaluating and
enhancing its effectiveness. The study in [53] introduces an agent-based simulation model
to assess the impact of manual and digital contact tracing, alongside other interventions, on
COVID-19 transmission. The authors in [54] present a mathematical modeling framework
that evaluates the influence of test-trace-isolate programs on reducing the reproductive
number of COVID-19, contributing to a comprehensive public health response. In [51], a
stochastic transmission model is employed to evaluate the potential effectiveness of contact
tracing and case isolation in controlling a COVID-19-like pathogen outbreak, quantifying
the maximum number of cases traced weekly to assess the feasibility of public health efforts.
In [52], an agent-based model is proposed to evaluate the impact of an enhanced testing
and contact tracing response system on COVID-19 transmission in the Boston metropolitan
area, using integrated mobility and demographic data. Building contact tracing networks is
essential in FCT to track disease transmission. The authors in [34] propose a novel contact
tracing network model for social contacts, representing each vertex as either an infected
person or a visited location, with edges indicating a connection between a person and a
place or two places sharing a common visitor. The study in [55] applies graph traversal
algorithms, such as breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search (DFS), for constructing
contact tracing networks in FCT scenarios.

For BCT, the work in [57] proposes bidirectional tracing using percolation theory to
estimate eradication probability and identify super-spreaders, despite practical challenges.
In [55], the authors introduce DeepTrace, a Graph Neural Network (GNN) framework for
BCT, which outperforms prior heuristics. The study in [58] demonstrates the effectiveness
of backward tracing compared to forward tracing and suggests revising strategies to
include deep tracing while preserving privacy. In [56], the authors explore combining
backward and forward contact tracing for COVID-19 control using a branching process
model and highlight the increased potential for outbreak control. The work in [59] extends
the tracing window to improve case identification and supports the implementation of BCT
for rigorous suppression of viral transmission.

For PCT, the work in [69] focuses on designing exposure-detection functions for
personal devices to reduce COVID-19 exposure risk while preserving privacy. In [64], the
authors use digital proxies of human mobility to monitor viral transmissibility and assess
social distancing effectiveness. Various methods have been proposed to quantify the risk.
The authors in [37,38,70] leverage the rich suite of individual-level features such as age
and lifestyle habits as inputs to deep learning models [72] trained to predict the COVID-19
infectiousness of susceptible individuals. The work in [68] uses a sampling algorithm
with Bayesian optimization and longitudinal case data to estimate the transmission rate
of infected individuals in their households and at the locations they visited. Google Flu
Trends [60] applies a linear model to Google search query data to estimate the epidemic
risk of influenza. In [61], the authors use the follower counts of tweet authors to evaluate
the COVID-19 infodemic risks of news on Twitter (i.e., risk of exposure to fake news). Some
probabilistic estimation methods have been developed to evaluate the risk. For example, the
authors in [65] develop Bayesian inference methods to estimate the probabilistic infection
risk for epidemic control. IDRLECA [71] employs a GNN model with deep reinforcement
learning to compute the current infection probability of each individual. The work in [62]
proposes a risk-scoring algorithm and associates the risk score with the probability of
infection for a contact tracing app. In [66], the authors use the features collected by the
GAEN system to compute the risk score and estimate the probability of infection. CRISP [63]
is a probabilistic model that uses Gibbs sampling and SEIR model to predict the individual-
level COVID-19 infection risk. The authors in [67] apply a Bayesian network model to
compute the probability of a user contracting COVID-19.

The existing techniques in the related work have made significant strides in the three
primary DCT strategies. However, several technical gaps can be observed, which have
inspired the exploration of alternative methodologies in this study.
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• Many existing techniques in FCT primarily focus on identifying direct contacts, often
overlooking other potential transmission routes. Utilizing a novel network model to
represent social contacts typically relies on existing datasets, which may be impractical
in certain situations. Additionally, even when employing graph traversal algorithms,
there is still a need for scalable, efficient, and accurate algorithm designs to determine
contacts effectively.

• In BCT, numerous existing methods utilize approximate algorithms for infection
source identification, which could lead to a less-than-ideal accuracy performance.
Certain approaches require supplementary personal private information or hard-to-
obtain data, such as precise timestamps of transmission events, limiting the feasibility
and practicality in real-world applications.

• For risk estimation in PCT, most existing methods focus on specialized applications or
are heavily dependent on specific feature types. This may constrain the adaptability
and efficacy across a broad range of infectious diseases and diverse populations.

By targeting the observed technical gaps, our methodology seeks to develop more
efficient, accurate, and adaptable approaches for the three primary DCT strategies.

3. Methods

This section outlines the review methods employed in this study, which followed the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines.

3.1. Scope Identification

To determine the focus of this study, we formulated relevant research questions on
machine learning in DCT. In view of our objective to model the social interactions among
individuals, the terms social graph, contact tracing network, and contact graph were used
interchangeably as we explored the following questions:

• Contact Graph Construction: As the underlying contact tracing network in FCT is
usually unknown, how to construct such a network efficiently starting from a given
index case?

• Infection Source Estimation (Source Attribution): Given the contact tracing network data
from FCT, how to accurately and efficiently identify the best source estimator in BCT?

• Risk of Infectious Exposure Prediction: How to reasonably quantify and estimate the risk
of infectious exposure for non-close contacts in PCT?

Studying these problems in DCT is crucial as they can have a significant impact on
controlling and managing the spread of infectious diseases. Contact graph construction is
essential in understanding the transmission dynamics of an infectious disease by identifying
the network of individuals that have been in contact with an infected person. Accurate
and efficient infection source estimation is critical for identifying the origin of an outbreak,
tracing the transmission routes, and implementing effective control measures. By estimating
the risk of infectious exposure, individuals can be alerted and take necessary preventive
measures to avoid getting infected. Therefore, addressing these problems can lead to the
development of effective DCT systems, providing appropriate control measures.

3.2. Search Strategy

We devised a comprehensive search strategy to identify recent and relevant research
articles centered on machine learning in DCT. Our scoping searches encompassed a variety
of databases, including Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore,
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, Nature, arXiv, Elsevier (Sci-
enceDirect), Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute (MDPI), PLoS, medRxiv, Science
Magazine, Frontiers, PubMed, Springer, The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM),
National Academy of Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Libraries, MIT
Press, BMJ, Bentham Science Publishers, USENIX, Stanford InfoLab Publication Server,
Taylor & Francis, Journal of Open Source Software, Journal of Medical Internet Research
(JMIR) Publications, Proceedings of Machine Learning Research, Wellcome Open Research,
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Social Science Research Network, The Royal Society, Cochrane Library, EDP Sciences, and
Oxford Academic. In addition to the mentioned databases, we also utilized Google Scholar
and Google Search as supplementary search tools. Our primary search period spanned
from 2019 to 2023, capturing the most recent advancements in machine learning applied to
DCT. However, to ensure a comprehensive understanding and provide context, we also
sought out select papers published before this time-frame that focused on foundational
machine learning models and algorithms relevant to our study.

The essential keywords were identified using Boolean operators AND and OR. The
keywords used for the searches through databases were contact tracing, coronavirus,
COVID-19, epidemic, pandemic, computational epidemiology, artificial intelligence, ma-
chine learning, deep learning, generative learning, discriminative learning, and federated
learning. To refine our search strategy and align it more closely with the proposed taxon-
omy, we specifically incorporated additional keywords, including digital contact tracing,
forward contact tracing, backward contact tracing, and proactive contact tracing. This
targeted approach allowed us to identify articles that were particularly relevant to each of
the distinct contact tracing strategies under examination. We focused on articles related to
constructing contact graphs using localization techniques with machine learning, estimat-
ing infection sources by machine learning, and predicting the risk of infectious exposure
by deep learning. Additionally, factors such as article titles, abstracts, and keywords were
considered during the search process. We synthesized the information by extracting details
such as study objectives and methodology, available datasets, types of artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and deep learning techniques used, and performance outcomes.

We conducted a comprehensive search for relevant literature, identifying a total of
841 papers from various reputable publishers and preprint servers using the search criteria
and keywords described earlier. Subsequently, a two-stage screening process was carried
out to further refine the selection of relevant articles. First, we performed a manual
screening of titles and abstracts to evaluate their relevance to the application of machine
learning in DCT. During this initial screening phase, we excluded 427 articles that did not
meet our defined criteria, mainly due to the absence of machine learning techniques in the
context of DCT or insufficient relevance to the topic. Next, we conducted a full-text review
of the remaining 414 articles to assess their eligibility for inclusion in our study, as further
elaborated in the subsequent paragraph. This in-depth review allowed us to evaluate each
article’s methodology, results, and overall contribution to the field of machine learning-
enabled DCT strategies. Following this detailed assessment, we selected 106 articles that
met our inclusion criteria and provided valuable insights into the application of machine
learning techniques for DCT. These 106 articles were then included in our study and cited
throughout the paper, forming the basis of our comprehensive review. Figure 2 presents an
overview of the review process utilized in this paper.

Figure 2. The review process of the study followed the PRISMA guidelines [73].

During the full-text review, we incorporated a quality assessment step to evaluate
the methodological rigor and reliability of the 414 identified studies. This assessment was
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conducted using a set of predefined criteria to ensure consistency and objectivity across all
articles. The criteria considered the following aspects:

• Study design: Was the study designed and conducted using appropriate methods that
align with its objectives?

• Sample size and data quality: Were the datasets employed in the study sufficiently
large to draw meaningful conclusions?

• Machine learning techniques: Were the machine learning algorithms and techniques
used in the study clearly described and justified with respect to the DCT strategy
being investigated, and was the mathematical basis of the models presented in a
comprehensible and evaluable manner?

• Performance evaluation: Were the performance metrics used to evaluate the machine
learning techniques relevant, valid, and clearly reported?

• Validation and generalizability: Were the study findings validated using external
datasets or cross-validation techniques, and do the results have the potential for
generalization to broader contexts?

Each article was carefully evaluated based on the established criteria. Studies that did
not meet the desired quality thresholds were subjected to further examination, and if the
methodological rigor or reliability was found to be inadequate, the articles were excluded
from the review. This quality assessment step ensured that our review was grounded in
reliable and high-quality research findings, which in turn allowed us to offer a more precise
and robust assessment of the current state of the art in machine learning-enabled DCT
strategies. Additionally, this process aided in identifying potential limitations and areas for
improvement in the existing literature, serving as a guide for recommendations for future
research and development in this domain.

4. Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning-Based Digital Contact Tracing

This section introduces privacy-preserving machine learning techniques to solve the
computational epidemiology problems of the three DCT strategies mentioned in Section 3.1.
Figure 3 illustrates the proposed approaches for optimizing DCT strategies by incorporating
big data and machine learning methods while considering privacy specifications.

Figure 3. A high-level overview of the methodology applied to optimize DCT strategies, incorporat-
ing privacy specifications along with big data and machine learning techniques.

4.1. Privacy Specifications

The incorporation of privacy specifications is critical in the design and implementation
of machine learning-based DCT systems. Given the sensitive nature of contact tracing data,
a variety of methods can be utilized to enhance privacy and security. In the following, we
elaborate on four main privacy specifications.
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• Privacy-preserving data acquisition: The acquisition of large-scale contact tracing data
should adhere to strict privacy standards. Data anonymization and homomorphic
encryption are two methods that uphold these protocols. Anonymization eliminates
personal identifiers from data, while homomorphic encryption enables calculations
on encrypted data without decryption, thus maintaining privacy.

• Differential privacy and data perturbation in model training: During the machine
learning model training phase, differential privacy and data perturbation techniques
can be used to ensure privacy. Differential privacy adds a calculated amount of noise
to the data or the queries, offering a mathematical guarantee of privacy by ensuring
that the removal or addition of a single database item does not significantly affect
the outcome of any analysis. Data perturbation, on the other hand, modifies the
data slightly so that individual’s private data cannot be identified or inferred, yet the
overall statistical characteristics of the data remain accurate for model training.

• Federated learning: This technique offers a decentralized approach to machine learn-
ing where the model is trained across multiple decentralized devices or servers holding
local data samples without exchanging their data. It ensures data privacy as all the
raw data remains on the local device, and only model updates are communicated back
to a central server for aggregation (see details in Section 6.1).

• Privacy-preserving data publishing: This privacy specification is aimed at protecting
privacy when disseminating information derived from the DCT system. Techniques
under this specification ensure that the data released for public consumption (e.g.,
statistics, graphs, reports) does not allow the re-identification of individuals or reveal
any sensitive information.

The importance of privacy specifications is not just about optimizing DCT strategies;
they also help build public trust. Privacy concerns are one of the major reasons that
individuals hesitate to use DCT apps. Fear of personal data misuse or leakage may lead
to reluctance in adoption, thereby reducing the effectiveness of these apps in pandemic
response. As such, providing robust privacy protections not only maintains the highest
degree of user privacy but also fosters user trust in DCT systems. The more transparent and
privacy-conscious a DCT system is, the higher its adoption rate is likely to be, amplifying
its impact on managing pandemics.

4.2. Contact Graph Construction

Given the index case(s), we can generate a contact tracing network by identifying
contacts or proximity with the index case(s). Contact tracing apps can be used to determine
contacts. This approach, however, relies on the user’s voluntary adoption, which can be
low. In contrast, several localization techniques can be utilized to estimate contacts and
construct the contact tracing network, as listed below.

• Wireless signal signatures such as indoor WiFi signal angle of arrival (AoA) measure-
ments with respect to multiple nearby access points have been studied to localize user
equipment (UE) [74].

• LTE signal fingerprinting measures the channel signatures in different locations to
form a database. A UE is localized by matching the user’s fingerprints (channel
signatures measurements) to the database [75].

However, with the broad coverage of the cellular subscription service and the rich
channel signatures information captured by Network Service Providers (NSPs), it is more
promising to estimate users’ proximity (rather than ground truth location) in order to build
a concrete contact tracing network. An example is shown in Figure 4, where a potential
index case UE1 is more likely to share a similarity in cellular signal signatures received
from the three base stations with neighboring UE2 than with further UE3. In this sense,
cellular signal signatures can serve as a representation of the UEs and be utilized as features
for identifying the proximity between different UEs.
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Figure 4. An example of the UEs within three base stations [76]. The sets of cellular channel signatures
(features xi, where RSRP indicates the Reference Signal Received Power) can represent the UEs, and a
proximal pair of UEs are likely to have similar signal signatures.

With the features that represent the UEs, machine learning techniques can serve as
the estimator to identify contacts among UEs and generate the contact tracing graph.
Specifically, for a pair of UEs at a specific timestamp, their channel signatures at this time
are fed as input features to the estimator. The estimator, therefore, performs as a binary
classifier to predict whether there is a contact between this pair of UEs at this given time as
the output. All the outputs over time are used to construct the contact tracing network, with
UEs being the vertices and estimated contacts being the edges. In [76], boosted decision
trees [77–79] and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [80–82] are used as the estimator
to determine proximity among UEs using 5G mmWave channel signatures as the features.
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the CNN model.

Figure 5. The CNN architecture [80] for estimating contacts among UEs with binary classification
consists of 2 convolutional layers and a softmax layer.

Formally, we can model the contact tracing graph as a time-varying proximity graph
with the sets of UEs (V) and the interconnections among UEs (G[t] = (V, E[t]), which is a
time-evolving undirected graph). We first model the proximity problem (the estimation of
close proximity between a pair of UEs at a given time) as a binary classification problem.
To be more specific, given a pair of UEs, vi ∈ V and vj ∈ V at time t, the edge between this
pair of UEs (wij[t] ∈ E[t]) indicates the contact. Each UE can then be represented by a set of
features xi and xj, which can be obtained from WiFi or Bluetooth signal signatures, LTE
signal fingerprints, or 5G mmWave channel signatures provided by the NSP or measured
by the UE. Our goal is to train a classifier to solve:

minimize
g ∑

u,v∈V
L(wij − g(xi, xj)),
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where g(·) is the estimator, and L is a generic loss function, e.g., L2 norm. Once the
estimator has been learned, the contact tracing graphs can be constructed by estimating
contacts w̃ij[t] = g(xi[t], xj[t]) as the edges among UEs.

4.3. Infection Source Estimation (Source Attribution)

After constructing a contact tracing network using the FCT method, we may ask who
is the index case that leads to this contact graph. That is, given a contact tracing graph,
which vertex is the most probable infection source? In general, without further information,
such as infection time or an infection spreading order, we can only construct the source
estimator based on the topology of the contact graph. In the following, we provide an
overview of solving the infection source estimation problem by the network centrality
approach or graph neural network (GNN) approach.

The problem of estimating the infection source can be formulated as a maximum
likelihood estimation problem on a graph structure [83,84]. As in the previous subsection,
we first define a real-world social graph G as a set of vertices V and edges E, where each
vertex represents an individual, and each edge represents a social connection between two
individuals. We assume that the outbreak of the disease on G starts from a random vertex
in G selected uniformly, i.e., the source v∗. We further assume the transmission of the
disease follows the susceptible-infectious (SI) model considered in [34,83]. The SI model
assumes that once an individual is infected, it stays infected and can transmit the disease
to its susceptible neighbors through the incident edges. Hence, all infected individuals
form a connected subgraph of G denoted as GN , where N is the total number of infected
vertices. Given a snapshot observation of the infected graph GN ⊂ G, our goal is to find
the vertex v̂ that maximizes the likelihood P(v = source|GN) . By Bayes’ theorem, we can
mathematically represent the source detection problem as an optimization problem on
graph constrained:

maximize
v∈GN

P(GN |v = source)

subject to GN ⊂ G.
(1)

For brevity, in the following analysis, we denote P(GN |v = source) as P(GN |v).

4.3.1. Network Centrality Approach

Solving Problem (1) is NP-hard when G is a general graph. However, it can be solved
efficiently when G is an infinite-size degree regular tree. Let σi denote a possible spreading
order starting from v that leads to the infected graph GN , and M(v, GN) be the collection of
all σi. Then, we have

P(GN |v = source) = ∑
σi∈M(v,GN)

P(σi|v). (2)

Had G been an infinite-size d-regular tree, then the probability P(σi|v) is constant for all i.
In particular, we have

P(σ|v) =
N

∏
i=2

1

∑i−1
j=1 d(vj)− 2(i− 2)

, (3)

where d(v) is the degree of v. Therefore, combining Equations (2) and (3) results in
P(GN |v) ∝ |M(v, GN)|. The value |M(v, GN)| is called the rumor centrality of v in GN ,
and the vertex with the maximum rumor centrality among all vertices in GN is called the
rumor center of GN . In general, evaluating the rumor centrality of a vertex in an arbitrary
graph is an NP-hard problem; however, we can compute |M(v, GN)| in O(N) time when
GN is a tree [83,85]. As a result, Problem (1) can be solved optimally within O(N2) time
complexity as G is a degree regular tree with an infinite size.

When G is a finite graph or a general graph with cycles, the probability P(σi|v) is
not a constant anymore. The computation of Equation (2) becomes even harder than
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evaluating |M(v, GN)| on a general graph since Equation (2) requires listing out all possible
σi and tracking its corresponding probability P(σi|v). The work in [34] generalizes the
results to the case when G is a bounded-size regular graph containing a single cycle.
Each “irregular vertex”, such as a degree-1 vertex or a vertex on a cycle, is assigned a
weight to quantify its influence on the probability. A statistical distance centrality is then
proposed to approximate the maximum likelihood estimator of the source. Compared to
the NP-hardness of Problem (1), the statistical distance centrality of each vertex can be
computed in O(N3) time complexity. Beyond rumor and distance-based centrality [34,86],
other centrality measures, such as eccentricity-based centrality (e.g., Jordan centrality [87]),
can also be utilized for estimating an infection source. These metrics can be adapted for
time-varying graphs by computing the centrality measure on the graph at each timestep,
then outputting the most likely source across all time. This can be achieved in O(N3T) [76].

4.3.2. Graph Neural Network Approach

The probability of being the source can be seen as a function defined on each vertex
in a given network topology. Hence, we can view Problem (1) as a learning task such
that the goal is to learn to maximize P(GN |v) for a given GN . We introduce a learning
framework for learning P(GN |v) based on the GNN. There are several types of GNNs,
each with its own unique architecture and method for aggregating information from
neighbors. GraphSAGE [88] is one of the most popular GNN inductive frameworks for
generating vertex embeddings. In the prediction stage, the computational complexity
of GraphSAGE is O(k|E|), where k is the number of graph convolutional layers. As the
prediction stage is highly parallelizable, a major advantage of the GNN-based approach
lies in the low computational complexity. In particular, GNNs are designed to consider
the graph structure and vertex relationships when optimizing learning parameters. GNNs
operate on the vertices of a graph, where each vertex v is assigned a vector of features h0

v
that describes its properties. We denote the set of the neighbors of v in GN as NGN (v). Let

h(l)
NGN (v) and h(l)

v be the neighborhood representation of vertex v and the representation of

v itself in the lth layer, respectively. We first construct h(l)
NGN (v) by aggregating information

from neighboring vertices, then we concatenate h(l)
NGN (v) and h(l−1)

v to compute h(l)
v through

a non-linear function σ. This process is repeated iteratively for multiple rounds, allowing
the network to incorporate information from multiple layers of neighbors. In general, this
iterative process can be formulated as:

h(l)
NGN (v) = AGGREGATE({h(l−1)

u : u ∈ NGN (v)});

h(l)
v = σ(W(l) ·CONCAT(h(l−1)

v , h(l)
NGN (v))).

Lastly, we can optimize the learning parameters {W(l) : ∀l > 0} using graph-based loss
functions, which aim to minimize the difference between nearby vertices.

The choice of feature representation can have a significant impact on the performance
of the prediction. To select interpretable features, we can utilize prior research on a prob-
abilistic analysis of Problem (1) [34,83,89]. We begin by introducing a vertex feature, the
boundary distance ratio, linked to the graph boundary. The influence of the graph bound-
ary on the likelihood has been studied in [34,89], which is crucial when the size of the
network is finitely large. We first define the boundary distance b(vi) of a vertex vi as the
distance from vi to the most distant leaf vertex at the boundary of the given network. Then,
the boundary distance ratio of vi is defined as ř(vi) =

b(vi)
maxvj∈GN b(vj)

. Another vertex feature

that directly affects the likelihood is the vertex degree. For example, the formulation in
Equation (3) includes the vertices’ degree [34,83]. Hence, we construct a vertex feature, the
degree ratio, based on the vertex degree. We define the degree ratio of vi as r(vi) =

d(vi)

∑N
j=1 d(vj)

,
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where d(vi) is the degree of vi. Intuitively, a vertex with more infected neighbors than
other vertices has a higher probability of being infected. The generalized spreading model
considered in [34] captures this property and leads to a vertex feature called the infected

portion [55]. The infected portion of vertex vi is defined as r̂(vi) =
d̂(vi)
d(vi)

, where d̂(vi) is the
number of infected neighbors of vi. It is worth noting that the computation of these vertex
features has a linear computational complexity with respect to N. We can first pre-train the
GNN model on networks with a heuristic solution to Problem (1) and then fine-tune the
model using small networks with accurate labels. The flexibility and generalizability of
GNN models allow us to apply the trained model to large-scale networks. The architecture
shown in Figure 6 is a GNN specifically designed to predict the probability of each infected
vertex being the source within the contact tracing network illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 6. The GNN architecture [88] for predicting the probability of being the source for each
infected vertex of a contact tracing network.

4.4. Risk of Infectious Exposure Prediction

In the following, we introduce three different approaches (feature-based, network-
based, and rank-based) to quantify and predict the risk of infectious exposure for non-close
contacts in PCT.

4.4.1. Feature-Based Approach

This approach aims to identify a diverse set of features that have the potential to impact
an individual’s risk of infection. By utilizing these features, this approach can estimate the
likelihood of infection and generate personalized disease prevention recommendations. In
contrast to other approaches, this method circumvents the need for centralized storage of
the contact graph, which aligns with privacy constraints prevalent in many societies.

The locally observable features can be obtained through self-reporting by individuals
for predicting the risk of infection [38,90]. We divide these features into two groups:
Individual characteristics, which are static and unlikely to change significantly in the short
term, and health status, which includes features that can vary on a daily basis and can be
updated frequently. Below are the features that can be considered for each group.

• Individual characteristics:

– Age: Older individuals are often considered to be more vulnerable to infections,
and they may need tailored recommendations for disease prevention.

– Gender: Certain risk factors may be specific to gender and could affect an indi-
vidual’s likelihood of infection.

– Pre-existing health conditions: The health conditions, such as asthma or diabetes,
can increase an individual’s risk of developing severe illness if infected.
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– Lifestyle habits: Bad habits, such as smoking, can have various negative impacts
on an individual’s health, including a weakened immune system and a higher
risk of developing respiratory infections.

• Health status:

– Symptoms: The symptoms, such as fever, cough, and loss of taste or smell, are
common indicators for estimating an individual’s risk of infection.

– Test results: The results of virus tests can indicate if an individual has an active
infection and can help estimate their risk of spreading the virus to others.

In addition to these two feature types, the work in [37] suggests we should also con-
sider daily encounters to estimate the potential infectiousness of encountered individuals
such that these contacts can estimate their past infectiousness a posteriori. Let yd

i be the
infectiousness of an individual i on day d and Xd

i be the feature set over the past dmax days
(d ≥ dmax). The goal is to model the history of the individual’s infectiousness in the last
dmax days. This can be expressed as P(yd

i |Xd
i ), where yd

i = (yd
i , yd−1

i , . . . , yd−dmax
i ) is a vector

that represents the current and past infectiousness of i. As both yd
i and Xd

i are of the set
data type, the work in [37] guarantees that any neural network that maps between sets can
be used to model the correlation between the features and the infectiousness in this set-
ting [91–93]. The architecture of the Set Transformer utilized to estimate the infectiousness
of an individual based on the feature set is depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The Set Transformer architecture [92] for predicting the current and past infectiousness
of individual i with the feature set. The embedding Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) modules for
encounters, health status, and individual characteristics are denoted as φe, φh, and φc, respectively.
The concatenation operation is denoted by ⊗, and the addition operation by ⊕.

The neural network model can undergo supervised learning by being trained on
a dataset consisting of feature vectors and their corresponding labels that indicate the
infectiousness level [72]. The model’s weights and biases are iteratively adjusted during
the offline training process to reduce the difference between its predicted output and the
true output for each training example. It can then make online predictions on new, unseen
data by taking the feature set as input and outputting the infectiousness level.

4.4.2. Network-Based Approach

The proximity-based approach relies on determining the shortest distance between
infected patients and healthy individuals, which can be computed through network-based
analysis in contact graphs [49,94] or estimated through machine learning or deep learning
techniques to establish their proximity [95,96]. Figure 8 illustrates an example of how
NOVID App uses the shortest network distance to send an early warning signal. User
A receives a pre-exposure notification indicating that the closest infected user, User B, is
at a distance of 2 from him. However, this method may overlook other potential risks of
User A, such as the infected cluster at degree 3. Focusing solely on proximity may also
disregard other nontrivial network properties. By leveraging the contact graph, one can
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employ vertex embedding to capture both the local neighbor properties and the global
graph structure.

Figure 8. An example of how NOVID App [49] applies the proximity-based proactive contact tracing
to estimate the risk of infectious exposure of User A.

We first present a method for leveraging the network properties to estimate the
probability of infection. Under the SI model, vertices can either be susceptible or infected.
We only focus on the infection likelihood of susceptible vertices in this subsection. Let Si(t)
be the health status of a vertex vi at time t such that Si(t) = 1 if vi is infected at time t, and
Si(t) = 0 otherwise. Our goal is to find the probability that vi becomes infected at t + 1
given that it is currently susceptible and its neighbors in the set NG(vi) have a different health
status in the contact graph G, i.e., P(Si(t+ 1) = 1 | Si(t) = 0; {Sj(t) for all vj ∈ NG(vi)}). We
define ri =

1
|NG(vi)| ∑vj∈NG(vi)

(wijrj) as the pandemic risk index of vi, where wij is the edge
weight between vi and vj, and rj is the pandemic risk index of vj. Assume the spreading
rate of a disease is λ, then the infection probability of vi is given as: pi = 1− exp(−λri).

Deep Graph Infomax (DGI) [97] is a graph representation learning technique that
learns vertex embeddings. It relies on maximizing the mutual information between vertex-
level (local) and graph-level (global) representations for learning an encoder. DGI employs
a discriminator to identify actual vertex representations from the negative samples ob-
tained from a stochastic corruption function based on the graph-level representation. Let
G = (V, E) be a contact tracing network with N vertices. We compute the features of each
vertex vi ∈ V, F : R→ RF, such that F (vi) = xi, where xi ∈ RF is the vertex features of vi.
Let X = {x1, . . . , xN} be a set of vertex features and A ∈ RN×N be the adjacency matrix of
G. The goal of DGI is to learn a graph convolutional encoder, E : RN×F ×RN×N → RN×F′ ,
such that E(X, A) = H = {h1, . . . , hN} represents the high-level patch representations
hi ∈ RF′ for each vi. Using a readout function, R : RN×F → RF, we can summarize the
patch representations into a graph-level representation, s = R(E(X, A)). The discriminator,
D : RF ×RF → R, then assigns the patch-summary pair a probability score, D(hi, s), to
determine if the given pair is a positive or negative sample.
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In DGI, the negative samples are produced with a stochastic corruption function,
C : RN×F ×RN×N → RM×F ×RM×M. There is no explicit constraint on creating a negative
sample using the corruption function (i.e., it can be a graph with any number of vertices and
edges). Let G̃ = (Ṽ, Ẽ) be a negative sample with a feature matrix X̃ and adjacency matrix Ã
generated using the corruption function. Based on the Jensen-Shannon divergence [98–101],
the loss function of maximizing mutual information between hi and s is given by:

1
N + M

(
N

∑
i=1

E(X,A)[logD(hi, s)] +
M

∑
j=1

E(X̃,Ã)

[
log
(
1−D

(
h̃j, s

))])
.

Figure 9 shows how DGI generates vertex embeddings using the contact graph as
input. The vertex-level features such as the clustering coefficient [102,103] and centrality
measures [104,105] can be computed and used as part of the feature vector of each vertex.

Figure 9. The DGI architecture [97] for learning vertex embeddings of a contact tracing network. The
infected vertices are colored in red, and this feature is captured in X and X̃.

To estimate the risk of infection for each susceptible vertex in the contact tracing
network, we can assign labels to the risk level based on the computed infection probability,
where values greater than 0.7 are labeled as high-risk, values between 0.3 and 0.7 are labeled
as moderate-risk, and values less than 0.3 are labeled as low-risk. A supervised logistic
regression model can then be trained to predict the risk of infection for the susceptible
vertices using the learned embeddings as input and the corresponding risk level as output.

4.4.3. Rank-Based Approach

Bipartite graphs [106–108] can be used to model epidemics by representing the in-
teractions between two types of vertices, such as people and venues. While much of the
focus in epidemic modeling is on person-to-person transmission, it is important to consider
the risk of transmission from people to venues and then back to people. For instance, a
venue can become a hotspot for transmission if infected individuals have visited it or if
large numbers of people have gathered there. By using a bipartite graph, we can model
both types of interactions and capture the full extent of the risk of infection. In this model,
people and venues are represented as vertices in the graph, and the edges between them
indicate visits from people to venues. The PageRank algorithm [109] can be applied to the
bipartite graph model to rank the risk of infection for individuals. This ranking considers
the venues that people have visited and the number of other people who have also visited
those venues. The more people who have visited a venue, the higher the risk of infection
for all individuals who have visited that venue. Based on the venue visitation patterns, we
can identify high-risk individuals who have visited high-risk venues. This information can
be used to target public health interventions and reduce the spread of disease. It is worth
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noting that the approach of using crowdsourced data and learning models to rank and
assess a collection of objects has already been well-studied [110–112].

To apply the PageRank algorithm to a bipartite graph [113–115], we can represent
the graph as an adjacency matrix, where the rows represent the people, and the columns
represent the venues. The matrix entries indicate whether a person has visited a particular
venue or not. Let the vertex sets of people and venues be VP and VS, respectively. Then, we
denote the adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph as A ∈ R|VP |×|VS |, where

Aij =

{
wij if person i visited venue j
0 otherwise.

The edge weight wij represents the strength of the relationship between the connected
vertices vi and vj. The diagonal matrix DP for all vertices in set VP is defined such that
(DP)ii = d(vi), where d(vi) is the sum of the weights of all edges connected to vi. Similarly,
the diagonal matrix DS for all vertices in set VS is defined in the same way. Let the ranking
vectors of people and venues be p ∈ R|VP | and s ∈ R|VS |, respectively. Then, the PageRank
algorithm solves the following system of equations:

p = αBs + (1− α)p0;

s = βBTp + (1− β)s0,
(4)

where α and β are the damping factors, and B = D−
1
2

P AD−
1
2

S is a symmetric normalization
of A. The query vectors p0 and s0 are typically determined based on prior knowledge or
assumptions about the relative importance of different vertices in the graph. The example
shown in Figure 10 demonstrates the application of PageRank to calculate the risk rankings
of people and venues in a bipartite graph.

Figure 10. An example of applying Equation (4) to compute the risk rankings of three people and
four venues in a bipartite graph, with a damping factor of 0.85 (i.e., α = 0.85 and β = 0.85) and edge
weights set to 1. We initialize the elements in p0 with 1

|VP | (i.e., 1
3 ) and s0 with 1

|VS | (i.e., 1
4 ).

The Transformer [116] has become popular due to its proven efficacy in numerous
applications, including pandemic response [43,117–119]. We can define the edge weights
in the bipartite graph using learned embeddings from the Graph Transformer [120–125].
The embeddings can capture the historical behavior of people and venues, modeling
the likelihood of a person visiting a particular venue based on their previous visits. To
achieve this goal, we can consider different vertex features for people and venues. For
instance, for people, we can use features like age, gender, occupation, or previous venues
visited, whereas, for venues, we can use features like location, capacity, type of venue, or
historical attendance to model the interactions between people and venues more accurately.
Figure 11 illustrates the architecture of the Graph Transformer that employs scaled dot-
product attention with Laplacian positional encodings to learn the vertex embeddings of
a bipartite graph. We opt for the Graph Transformer over the GNN or DGI as it excels in
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managing complex relationships and long-term dependencies. Once the embeddings of all
vertices have been learned via the Graph Transformer, we can compute the edge weight
between two vertices vi and vj as: wij = hT

i ·hj, where hi and hj are the learned embeddings
of vi and vj, respectively. Note that if the embeddings have different dimensions, we can
use a learned linear projection to map the embeddings to a common vector space before
computing their dot product. This edge weight intuitively measures the similarity or
relatedness between the two vertices based on their learned embeddings. Stronger edge
weights indicate a greater similarity, while weaker edge weights indicate less similarity.
This approach allows us to leverage the power of the Graph Transformer to learn rich,
meaningful representations of the vertices, which in turn enables more accurate modeling
of the underlying relationships between them.

Figure 11. The Graph Transformer architecture [122] for learning vertex embeddings of a bipartite
graph. We use the notation xi to denote the features of vertex vi, and {xj} to denote the vertex features
of its neighbors ∀vj ∈ NG(vi) in the contact graph G. The addition operation and Laplacian positional
encodings are represented by ⊕ and λ, respectively. The symbol � represents multiplication, and ∑
denotes the summation of all neighbor features. The attention block, which is colored purple, captures
the attention mechanism used in the model. We use the symbol ‖ to represent the concatenation of all
the attention blocks. The learned embedding of vi is denoted as hi.

5. Results and Analysis

In this section, we discuss the results and analysis of the suggested methodology. It is
important to note that not all methods have undergone experimentation; however, those
that have are derived from the studies reviewed herein.

The approach selected for contact graph construction is the first to employ machine
learning methods for contact detection, setting it apart from traditional strategies. In [76],
the performance of this machine learning-based approach was compared to Bluetooth-
based contact tracing app baselines, with decision trees having a maximum depth of 6 and
100 trees, and a CNN with 2 convolutional layers containing 64 neurons each and a softmax
layer. The results indicated that the chosen approach surpasses the contact tracing app base-
lines, achieving higher accuracy in detecting contacts. A notable advantage of this method
is that it does not depend on user adoption to improve accuracy, unlike contact tracing apps.
This autonomy from user adoption enables more efficient and consistent contact tracing,
further emphasizing the potential of machine learning-based strategies in optimizing DCT.
For infection source estimation, the preferred GNN approach in [55] utilized small-sized
graphs as training data and underwent training for 150 epochs. The trained model was then
evaluated on large-scale datasets, showcasing high accuracy and effectiveness in tackling
the problem at hand. The pre-training and fine-tuning process revealed that supervised
training accuracy does not decline significantly in infection source estimation as the number
of vertices in the infection networks increases. This observation can be beneficial for devel-
oping data-driven models using small-sized networks as training data, anticipating that
the models can still function for larger-sized networks. Employing smaller-sized networks
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for training can also reduce training time and provide the opportunity to leverage transfer
learning, enabling model adaptation for superspreader detection within more extensive
networks. For risk of infectious exposure prediction using the feature-based approach,
in [37], the preferred Set Transformer with 160 epochs and a batch size of 1024 required
fewer computational resources for early and accurate detection of potential infection cases.
This method demonstrated a notable advantage over the no-tracing baseline and substan-
tially reduced the number of false quarantine recommendations compared to all existing
DCT approaches. For the network-based approach, the chosen DGI model in [97] provided
a stable and robust performance in unsupervised learning of vertex embeddings. The DGI
loss function demonstrated the benefits of employing wider models rather than deeper ones.
For the rank-based approach, the selected Graph Transformer in [122] featured a straight-
forward and adaptable architecture that significantly outperformed baseline isotropic and
anisotropic GNNs in implementing vertex attention. Additionally, standard GNNs were
unable to manage complex relationships and long-term dependencies effectively, unlike
Transformer networks. In Table 5, we list GitHub links for the machine learning models,
particularly for those selected studies that have open-sourced code, enabling researchers to
conduct a more comprehensive implementation and evaluation of these models.

Table 5. A summary of available GitHub links for the machine learning models considered in this
study, with all links accessed as of 20 April 2023.

Machine Learning Model Year GitHub Repository

DGI [97] 2019 https://github.com/PetarV-/DGI

Graph Transformer [122] 2020 https://github.com/graphdeeplearning/graphtransformer

Set Transformer [37] 2020 https://github.com/mila-iqia/COVI-ML

GNN [55] 2022 https://github.com/convexsoft/deeptrace

Most of the approaches presented in this review are pioneering and innovative so-
lutions that have addressed the proposed research problems. As some of these methods
are based on theoretical foundations and expert opinions, it can be challenging to provide
immediate, measurable results, leading to certain missing experimental outcomes in our
review. As a comprehensive review, our primary objective is to introduce inventive ideas
for optimizing DCT strategies, inspiring researchers to delve deeper into these concepts
and conduct experiments within their own studies. This review primarily focuses on
providing insights and motivation for DCT optimization rather than performing extensive
experiments for each approach. By emphasizing novel approaches and their potential
implications, this study aims to contribute to the advancement of DCT optimization and
encourage further research in this domain.

Contact tracing data is essential for pandemic response, as it helps identify patterns
and trends that might otherwise remain unnoticed. By utilizing machine learning tech-
niques, researchers can analyze and model complex relationships between individuals,
their contacts, and disease transmission, leading to more efficient and effective DCT strate-
gies. In Table 6, we provide a summary of available contact tracing datasets that can be
employed for further evaluation of the proposed methodology. This enables researchers
and practitioners to develop and refine machine learning approaches specifically for opti-
mizing DCT. The application of machine learning in this area can significantly enhance our
understanding of disease transmission dynamics and inform decision-making for public
health officials, ultimately improving our ability to control infectious disease outbreaks.

https://github.com/PetarV-/DGI
https://github.com/graphdeeplearning/graphtransformer
https://github.com/mila-iqia/COVI-ML
https://github.com/convexsoft/deeptrace
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Table 6. A summary of the available contact tracing datasets relevant to this study, with all links
accessed as of 20 April 2023.

Reference Year Data Category Dataset Link

Xu et al. [126] 2020 Health Profile Individual-level
Epidemiological Data for

COVID-19 Outbreak

https://github.com/
beoutbreakprepared/nCoV2019

Gupta et al. [38] 2020 Health Profile COVID-19 Mobility and
Characteristics

Simulation Dataset

https://github.com/mila-iqia/
COVI-AgentSim

Firth et al. [10] 2020 Contact Graph COVID-19 Infectious Disease
Social Interaction Dataset

https://github.com/skissler/
haslemere

Adam et al. [127] 2020 Contact Graph COVID-19 Superspreading in
Hong Kong

https://github.com/dcadam/
covid-19-sse

Serafino et al. [128] 2022 Contact Graph COVID-19 Digital Contact
Tracing Geolocalized Human

Mobility Dataset

https://github.com/makselab/
COVID19

Moosa et al. [129] 2023 Contact Graph COVID-19 Contact
Tracing Networks

https://ieee-dataport.org/
documents/covid-19-contact-

tracing-networks

This Study 2023 Contact Graph Digital Contact Tracing Dataset https://dctracing.shinyapps.io/
DCTracing/

6. Challenges of Digital Contact Tracing

Several challenges affect the implementation of machine learning-based DCT. This
section summarizes some of these challenges and describes possible solutions.

6.1. Privacy and Security

There are fundamental data challenges associated with privacy and security in digital
contact tracing. Most traditional contact tracing methods adopt a single trusted centralized
server to aggregate information, but this leads to a single point of failure, i.e., a cyberattack
can cause a massive data breach, which is of particular concern in healthcare applications
such as DCT. Privacy concerns are also of paramount importance as the single server can
learn a lot about the mobile users’ local sensitive data from multiple rounds of two-way
interactions that may occur during the training of the neural networks. Some users who
have fewer training data will inadvertently need the single server to crowdsource more
data, as accessing more data can lead to models with improved generalization capabilities
in comparison with centralized supervised learning. Crowdsourcing more data in DCT
can help to create a more diverse and representative sample of the population, which in
turn can lead to a more robust and accurate model. This approach can be superior to
centralized supervised learning, where models are trained on fixed datasets that may not
capture the full range of variation in the population, often resulting in overfitting and poor
generalization performance. However, this method comes with privacy concerns as the
single server can access sensitive local data from multiple users. Thus, maintaining the
balance between the need for crowdsourced data and the privacy of individuals is crucial.

Federated learning (FL) [130–134] is a machine learning approach to allow multiple
devices to collaboratively train a single model without the need to exchange training data
(i.e., each device only has access to its own local data). As contact tracing apps collect
individuals’ movements, FL can be applied to train a machine learning model to predict the
likelihood of this particular user contracting an infectious disease based on their movement
patterns. This model can also be trained using data from multiple devices without the
need to transfer any raw data to a centralized server. Instead, the contact tracing apps can
download a partially-trained model issued by the health authority on traits of the disease

https://github.com/beoutbreakprepared/nCoV2019
https://github.com/beoutbreakprepared/nCoV2019
https://github.com/mila-iqia/COVI-AgentSim
https://github.com/mila-iqia/COVI-AgentSim
https://github.com/skissler/haslemere
https://github.com/skissler/haslemere
https://github.com/dcadam/covid-19-sse
https://github.com/dcadam/covid-19-sse
https://github.com/makselab/COVID19
https://github.com/makselab/COVID19
https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/covid-19-contact-tracing-networks
https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/covid-19-contact-tracing-networks
https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/covid-19-contact-tracing-networks
https://dctracing.shinyapps.io/DCTracing/
https://dctracing.shinyapps.io/DCTracing/
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(e.g., reproduction number and infection distance) and further refine this model using its
own local data, and only sends model updates to the central server. This approach ensures
that users’ privacy is preserved while still enabling the development of effective contact
tracing models. Additionally, FL can help ensure that the contact tracing model remains
up-to-date and effective, as it can be continuously updated with new data from other users’
devices. For real-time predictions, lightweight metadata may be optionally exchanged
between devices to improve the predictions made by local federated models, trading off
with privacy.

Differential privacy (DP) [135–137] is another approach to protect individual privacy
by aggregating data in a way that preserves the anonymity of individuals while still
allowing for the analysis of large DCT datasets using machine learning. The basic idea
behind DP is to add noise to the data in a way that preserves the overall statistical properties
of the data but prevents individual data points from being accurately reconstructed. This
means that the output of an analysis or model will be largely the same whether or not a
specific individual’s data is included. However, the amount of noise added to the data
must be carefully controlled in order to balance privacy and accuracy.

DP techniques can ensure that machine learning models are not biased or influenced by
individual data points while still enabling accurate predictions and insights to be generated
from the data. Machine learning techniques can be used to implement DP [138–149]. For
example, a machine learning algorithm can be trained to generate synthetic data that is
statistically similar to the original data but with added noise to prevent individual data
points from being reconstructed. Another approach is the Laplace mechanism which adds
Laplacian-distributed noise directly to the model’s parameters during training. Yet another
method to remove the need for a trusted centralized server for aggregation is to have a local
DP mechanism applied to the updates from each distributed source before aggregating
the high-dimensional data at a centralized server. This, however, requires a sufficiently
large pool of distributed sources and thus poses potential problems in information leakage
vulnerability and computation latency.

A framework of FL with formal DP guarantees proposed in [150] used traditional
verification techniques to ensure that the FL process satisfied certain privacy and security
properties while also using DP to further protect the privacy of users’ data. Figure 12
shows the framework of FL with DP for DCT. By combining these two approaches, it is
possible to achieve a higher level of privacy and security than what could be achieved with
either approach alone [150–152]. The idea is to amplify privacy protection by utilizing the
randomness in sampling training examples (“amplification-via-sampling”) [153]. Since
restricting the contributions of individual users and adding noise may affect model accuracy,
it is crucial to maintain model quality while providing robust DP guarantees. However, in
scenarios where users can provide multiple training examples, algorithms that ensure user-
level DP necessitate that the output distribution of models remains unchanged even when
the training examples from any individual user (or all examples from any particular device
in the application) are modified. As FL aggregates all training data from a user into a single
model update, federated algorithms are suitable for providing user-level DP guarantees.
The Differentially Private Federated Averaging (DP-FedAvg) algorithm [154] is an example
of a federated algorithm that extends the DP-SGD approach to the federated setting. This
algorithm provides user-level DP guarantees and has been successfully deployed on mobile
devices. Recent studies [155–157] presented the first consumer-scale next-word prediction
(NWP) model trained with FL while leveraging the DP-FedAvg technique.

Other research on the development of practical FL infrastructure included training
language models on mobile devices within wireless networks. The feasibility of training
NWP models using the DP-FedAvg algorithm with user-level differential privacy has also
been shown (in simulations on a public corpus). However, training production-quality
NWP models using DP-FedAvg in a real-world production environment on a heterogeneous
fleet of smartphones presents several challenges. For example, the central server must keep
track of the available devices at the beginning of each round and randomly sample them
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while ensuring the secrecy of the sample. Therefore, it is important to deploy contact tracing
algorithms that incorporate a differentially private mechanism for training a production
neural network in FL. It is also crucial to design the production training infrastructure to
aggregate contact tracing data in a manner that guarantees the training mechanism is not
overly sensitive to any particular user’s data.

Figure 12. The architecture of the federated graph learning framework [151] with differential pri-
vacy [152] for digital contact tracing. The left-hand side illustrates privacy-preserving contact tracing
network expansion, while the right-hand side demonstrates privacy-preserving model update.

Finally, secure multi-party computation and homomorphic encryption are two cryp-
tographic techniques for ensuring privacy while computing joint functions of the inputs
(e.g., the probability of contact). In the homomorphic encryption case, a central server that
receives encrypted data from multiple users could infer the contact probability through
specially designed functions and return the results to the users without directly decrypting
the data. In the secure multi-party computation case, the assumption is that there is no
central server, and the users could jointly compute their contact probabilities through a
specially designed protocol while keeping their inputs private. Designing such techniques
for learning models [158] or federated learning in particular [159,160] are open research
problems. Applying such cryptographic methods to the contact tracing domain intro-
duces further challenges, such as lightweight execution on local devices and computational
complexity due to a large number of users.

6.2. Data Availability

During the early phase of a pandemic, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the data
available for contact tracing is often insufficient. It is difficult to determine the rate of
infection and the scope of the outbreak as the knowledge about the disease and the number
of confirmed cases is limited. The available data for contact tracing in this phase may not
be complete or accurate, especially in areas with limited resources or low levels of digital-
ization. Under these conditions, the speed at which the pandemic spreads may outpace the
ability to collect and process data, making it difficult to make informed decisions about
how to respond to the outbreak. This lack of data can limit the effectiveness of contact
tracing efforts and make it difficult to control the spread of the disease. For instance, if the
data used to train the aforementioned GNN are insufficient, the performance of the GNN
may be less than expected, as it requires a large amount of data to learn complex patterns
in the network. Therefore, it is essential for public health authorities and researchers to
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address the challenge of data availability during the early phase of a pandemic to inform
effective response strategies.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [161–170] can be considered one of the
solutions to the data scarcity problem in the early days of a pandemic. As a type of
deep learning model, GANs can generate new synthetic data that resembles real-world
data by learning patterns and relationships in existing data. In the context of contact
tracing network data, a GAN could be used to generate synthetic graphs representing
infection networks, given limited actual data as input. For example, NetGAN in [171]
generated graphs that captured the underlying structural patterns of the real-world graph
distributions by using random walks with a GAN-based approach. This can enable the
creation of infection networks with similar characteristics observed in real-world outbreaks,
even when real-world data is limited. The GAN consists of two parts: A generator that
creates synthetic graphs and a discriminator that evaluates the quality of the generated
graphs and provides feedback to improve the generator. The generator and discriminator
would be trained together in an adversarial manner, with the generator trying to create
graphs that are as close as possible to real infection networks and the discriminator trying to
correctly identify which graphs are real and which are generated. The goal of this training
process is to produce a generator capable of creating synthetic graphs similar to real graphs
to be useful for analysis, despite the limited availability of real data.

To generate infection graphs using GAN, we use a generator to fool the discriminator
by producing deceptive graphs and a discriminator to identify if an input graph is real
or generated accurately. Both the generator and discriminator are neural networks that
are used to solve a minimax two-player game. Let x be a graph drawn from a distribution
pdata and z be a latent vector from some probability distribution pz. The loss function of
the GAN is

min
GGAN

max
DGAN

Ex∼pdata [log(DGAN(x))] +Ez∼pz [log(1−DGAN(GGAN(z)))],

where GGAN is the generator, and DGAN is the discriminator. In the GAN architecture for
generating infection networks, pdata indicates the distribution of the real-world data (i.e.,
infection networks, represented by the adjacency matrix) that the generator tries to imitate.
The latent vector z is a low-dimensional representation of the input data, and it is randomly
sampled from a probability distribution pz. The purpose of the latent vector is to provide
randomness and diversity in the generated data. In GANs, pz is usually set to a simple
distribution such as a Gaussian distribution. The choice of pz affects the generated data and
its diversity. Figure 13 illustrates a typical GAN architecture designed to simulate different
infection networks based on the spreading rate λ of an SI model.

The GAN-based approach offers a promising solution to the data scarcity issue during
the early stages of a pandemic. As more real-world data becomes available, the GAN
model can be fine-tuned and continually adapt to improve its performance, generating
even more accurate synthetic graphs representing infection networks. This contributes to
a more comprehensive understanding of the pandemic and helps inform more effective
response strategies. The iterative fine-tuning process not only enhances the accuracy
and relevance of the generated graphs but also demonstrates the potential of GANs to
support decision-making in the face of limited data availability. Ultimately, the GAN-based
approach can play a crucial role in guiding public health efforts and informing pandemic
response strategies, even when faced with the challenges of data scarcity and rapidly
evolving situations. Therefore, exploring whether such GAN models can work in the
contact tracing domain is a promising area for future research.
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Figure 13. The GAN architecture [161] for generating infection networks based on the spreading rate
of a SI model. For each time period t, we can identify which vertex has newly become infected.

7. Case Study

In this section, we present a hypothetical case study that demonstrates the application
of machine learning-enabled DCT strategies for pandemic response. We explore how the
approaches presented in this review can be integrated to develop an effective DCT system
to enhance the ability of public health officials to manage infectious disease outbreaks.

• Background: A new infectious disease outbreak has occurred in a densely populated
urban area. Public health authorities are in need of implementing a DCT system that
can aid in mitigating the spread of the infection.

• DCT strategy selection and app development: Authorities decide to employ a combi-
nation of FCT, BCT, and PCT strategies to maximize the efficacy of the DCT system.
An app is developed that incorporates these DCT strategies and leverages machine
learning techniques to optimize the system’s performance.

• Privacy considerations: To address privacy concerns, the DCT system adopts privacy-
preserving techniques, such as data anonymization, encryption, and federated learning
with differential privacy. These approaches enable the system to learn from decentral-
ized data sources while preserving individual privacy.

• Data collection and management: The DCT system collects and manages data, includ-
ing contact tracing data and supplementary information (e.g., demographic factors
and health status), to improve the accuracy of machine learning models. Privacy-
preserving techniques are employed to protect users’ personal information.

• Data availability enhancement: Data scarcity may arise during a pandemic due to
factors such as insufficient testing, reporting delays, or inconsistent data collection.
To mitigate this issue, advanced data augmentation techniques, such as synthetic
data generation, can help improve the available dataset for DCT systems. By com-
bining synthetic data with existing data, more effective learning can occur, leading
to improved performance of the DCT system, even in cases where data availability
is limited.

• Implementation and evaluation: The DCT app is deployed in the affected area, and
its effectiveness is evaluated using various performance metrics, such as infection
detection rates, contact tracing efficiency, and false quarantine recommendations. The
evaluation process also assesses the system’s ability to maintain user privacy.

• Continuous improvement: As the pandemic situation evolves, researchers continue
to investigate novel machine learning techniques and strategies to enhance the DCT
system’s performance. These efforts aim to improve the accuracy, efficiency, and
adaptability of the DCT system in response to the changing dynamics of infectious
disease outbreaks.
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This case study demonstrates the potential of machine learning-enabled DCT strategies
in controlling pandemics. By integrating various DCT approaches with advanced machine
learning techniques, a comprehensive and effective DCT system can be developed to
support public health officials in managing infectious disease outbreaks. This case study
emphasizes the importance of continued research and innovation in the field of machine
learning-based DCT to prepare for and combat future pandemics.

8. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitations of our study and identify potential areas for
future exploration in the domain of machine learning-based DCT.

8.1. Limitations

While our review provides valuable insights into the application of machine learning
in DCT strategies for pandemic response, it is important to acknowledge some limitations.

• Machine learning techniques: The machine learning techniques emphasized in this
study are primarily graph-based learning models, as the focus is on contact tracing
network data. This may limit the scope of the review, as other machine learning
techniques might be relevant and applicable to DCT systems.

• Experimental evaluations: The proposed approaches in the study lack detailed experi-
mental evaluations to validate their effectiveness and applicability in real-world DCT
systems. Future work should include thorough experimental evaluations to ensure
the viability of these approaches.

• Pandemic response strategies: Our review mainly focuses on applying machine learn-
ing techniques to optimize DCT strategies, which might exclude other important
public health interventions and strategies that can be employed during a pandemic.

Despite the mentioned limitations, our study provides a comprehensive analysis and
a significant contribution to the field.

8.2. Future Research Directions

In this subsection, we highlight future research directions in machine learning-based
DCT, offering promising opportunities for continued exploration and advancement.

• Blockchain technology: The integration of blockchain technology in DCT systems can
provide enhanced security, privacy, and trust [172–174]. Blockchain’s decentralized
and tamper-proof nature could offer a reliable means to store and share contact tracing
data while preserving user privacy and ensuring data integrity. Future research could
investigate novel approaches to combine blockchain with machine learning techniques
for more secure and efficient DCT systems.

• Large language models: Advanced large language models [175], such as ChatGPT,
can be leveraged to improve communication and information dissemination in DCT
applications [176]. These models can potentially be used to develop user-friendly
interfaces, provide personalized risk information, and answer user queries regarding
contact tracing or health recommendations [177]. Future work could focus on adapt-
ing and fine-tuning these models specifically for DCT applications to enhance their
effectiveness and user experience.

• Obfuscation techniques: The incorporation of obfuscation techniques in DCT systems
can further enhance security and privacy. Obfuscation methods, such as data pertur-
bation or anonymization, can help protect sensitive user information by adding noise
or altering data in a controlled manner. This approach can make it difficult for adver-
saries to re-identify individuals or infer sensitive information from the shared data.
Future research could explore the development of advanced obfuscation techniques in
machine learning-based DCT systems, aiming to strike a balance between data utility
and privacy protection.

• Adversarial learning methods: Investigating the application of adversarial learning
methods in DCT systems can potentially improve the robustness and generalizability
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of machine learning models. By training models to withstand adversarial attacks,
such as crafted input perturbations designed to mislead the model, they may become
more resilient and effective in real-world scenarios. Future research could focus on
developing advanced adversarial training techniques tailored to the unique challenges
of machine learning-based DCT systems, enhancing their performance and security.

• Cross-disciplinary collaboration: DCT is a complex field that requires expertise from
multiple disciplines, such as public health, computer science, and social science. Future
research should promote cross-disciplinary collaboration to develop more effective
DCT solutions that consider the technical, ethical, and social aspects of the problem.

By exploring future research directions, researchers can contribute to the development
of more robust, efficient, and user-friendly machine learning-based DCT systems better
prepared to handle potential infectious disease outbreaks in the future.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a comprehensive overview of machine learning-based
digital contact tracing strategies with privacy-enhancing considerations for pandemic
response. We have proposed a novel taxonomy to classify existing DCT strategies into
forward contact tracing, backward contact tracing, and proactive contact tracing. We have
analyzed and categorized a range of COVID-19-era DCT apps based on their tracing meth-
ods and conducted a thorough review of related literature in the field of learning-based
DCT. To optimize the DCT strategies, this study has addressed key computational epi-
demiology problems of DCT and delivered an extensive examination of machine learning
techniques to tackle these issues. The study has highlighted the potential advantages
of machine learning-based approaches in optimizing DCT, stressing the importance of
further research for more robust and user-friendly DCT systems. We have also investigated
the data challenges associated with machine learning-based DCT and proposed potential
solutions to overcome them. To demonstrate the relevance of our review, we have included
a case study. Lastly, we have outlined the study’s limitations and suggested promising
future research directions in the field of machine learning-based DCT. In fact, before the
next pandemic hits, there is much for machines to learn from the COVID-19 pandemic data.
Scalable data-driven methodologies will represent a promising step forward to optimize
digital contact tracing for future pandemic preparedness.
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